The things I love about Hartford are its Arts, Culture, historical buildings, and its history. Hartford’s culture is very unique compared to other cities in Connecticut, all of Hartford’s oldest buildings were designed very delicately. But after about 250 years, our community changed and most of Hartford's old buildings were turned into new, modern ones. But they still look astonishing today and show us the culture and uniqueness of our city.

When you step into some of Hartford's oldest buildings, you will feel like you're entering the olden city of Hartford. That’s how amazingly these buildings represent our history. The city has numerous attractions and our community is greatly consistent of art. Hartford has a vibrant art community with 300 art venues and cultural attractions. The city’s community really loves art and has lots of contests based on it, it also has great art programs and most of the people who like art in Hartford, tend to be really good at it.

When you ride a bus, or drive a car, or even take a walk around the streets of Hartford, you can see the beauty of its art. You can observe how it looks, and see the perplexity and the remarkable craftsmanship of the buildings. Hartford was found by Reverend Thomas Hooker who was leading a group of English colonists to find a new home. Connecticut was a good place to settle because of its fertile land.

Hartford's culture is very well preserved. You can see the well preserved culture of Hartford in its old museums that were built 200 years or before. The houses of famous people in Hartford show you the lives of people who lived a long time ago. You can see what they did and how they spent their lives.

One of the major events in the history of Hartford is the Hartford Convention, it happened in December 1814. It was when twenty-six New England Federalists from Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island, Vermont, and New Hampshire assembled in a conversation in Hartford, Connecticut, to discuss the war that was ongoing at that time. It was called the Second War of Independence.

In the Hartford Convention meeting, the Federalists were discussing a war that occurred because of a conflict between the United States and Great Britain over British violations of the U.S. maritime rights. America was dominating Britain in the war, but then the U.S. and Britain signed the Treaty of Ghent which ended the war.
One thing I don’t feel good about Hartford is its economics and the poverty of people, because even before covid, Hartford had been falling apart. It had been ranked 46th among state capitals in affordability, education, health, and etc. Right now many people in Hartford are struggling to keep up with their daily needs. Hartford’s agricultural base is doing badly, because low-paid workers are needed and some people couldn’t keep up with their family and went into poverty.

Tax prices went up causing a lot of people to struggle. When covid came along food, gas, and other prices went up too. But with all this, the income of people still stayed the same. This worries me because a lot of people need to work extra hard just to get food. And people even go hungry without eating. This is what worries me about Hartford.

But overall, Hartford is a great city to live in with its greenery and its well established community.